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Needs Assessment
1. Based on the state accountability report, which area (growth, equity, achievement, graduation rate,
participation rate) is the lowest for your school?
Additional readiness is our lowest area as it is farthest from the target set in the performance
report. In order to be Meeting Targets, we need to move this category from a weighted score of 63 to a
minimum of 68. Specifically, one glaring area in need of remediation is the number of students in the
“Not Eligible” category for the Hathaway. This number needs to be reduced so can meet a rigorous and
demanding curriculum so that have the choice of using the monetary award or not. Another area of
concern stems from number of 9th grade credits earned. Students who do not earn at least six credits in
the 9th grade already place themselves at-risk for not graduating with their class. Thus, it is our intention
to ensure the success of our students during this grade so they are on track to graduate.
Our plan focuses on students being more responsible for tracking their Hathaway curriculum
success and their credits earned for graduation purposes. Research on performance on the ACT, indicates
that students who have successfully completed, or are working towards completion of a rigorous course of
study do better on the test (ACT Success: Good Grades, Not Test Practice). Moreover, Hattie (2009,
Visible Learning) proves that teaching test taking and coaching has a low effect size on students’
achievement test scores. To that end one will not see direct attention being paid to test prep or dwelling on
the assessment; instead we chose to focus on the student and supporting them in meeting this demanding
and highly-challenging curriculum. We feel the Hathaway curriculum can prepare students regardless of
the postsecondary goals. Those entering the workforce may not need the Hathaway scholarship, but the
skills learned in these classes can help them in a career or the military as well. Moreover, planning for
Hathaway eligibility in the 9th grade gives students options should they change their postsecondary plans
at a later time.
Empowering students to be the driver for their education is a powerful tool. Goal setting can give
students’ motivation to enhance their performance. Hattie (2009) indicates goals have a medium effect
size towards such endeavors. However, just setting goals is not enough. Students need feedback in the
form of monitoring, adjusting, and finding ways to ensure their present state can still meet their goal.
According to Black and Wiliam (1998, as cited in O’Neill & Conzemius, The Power of Smart Goals),
“When anyone is trying to learn, feedback about the effort has three elements:
recognition of the desired goal, evidence about present position, and some understanding
of a way to close the gap between the two.” (p. 3)
Focusing students on planning their classes, tracking their progress, and setting goals the can help
students structure their class offerings so they can reach their personal goals. Several Meta-cognitive
strategies are involved in that. Hattie (2009) cites a study by Lavery indicating the effect size (ES) of such
strategies as having a high to medium effect size: self-consequences (0.70 ES), self-evaluation (0.62 ES),
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keeping records (0.59 ES), goal-setting/planning (0.49 ES), and self-monitoring (0.45 ES). These metacognitive strategies are a part of our plan.
Performance on Additional Readiness
Rock Springs High School
Weight

Score

Weighted Score

# Students

Hathaway

40%

62

24.8

274

Tested Readiness

30%

55

16.5

955

Grade 9 Credits

30%

72

21.6

349

Total Additional Readiness

63

Percent of Students in each Hathaway Category for School Accountability
Not Eligible

Provisional

Opportunity

Performance

Honors

# Students

Index
Points

40

70

80

90

100

RSHS

50%

14%

12%

12%

11%

274

State

40%

18%

12%

17%

13%

5,884

2. What other data sources could give you more information about this area of need? What is that
additional data telling you needs the most attention?
Data from weekly course failures and at-risk for failing lists have indicated how many 9th grade
students we have that will not receive their credits earned for the 2017-2018 school year. At the end of the
1st quarter, 71/381 enrolled freshmen failed 2 or more courses, leaving 81.4% on track to meet the
minimum expected credits earned; state average is 88%. According to a study by Allensworth (2013,
“The Use of Ninth-Grade Early Warning Indicators to Improve Chicago Schools”), using data tools to
assist in looking at on-track rates can change how teachers, students and parents interact in regards to
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strategically improving student performance. These conversations do not wait until the end of the year,
when grades are posted and finalized, but can happen as CCR teachers aid students in continual
monitoring and adjusting throughout the year.
To assist in these conversations, we want to gather data to help in monitoring, assessing, and
adjusting our goal such as individual course grade distributions, appropriateness of current course
selection, and state Hathaway approved course lists. The individual course grade distribution will provide
us with information on getting tutors and interventions in place to help those content areas.
Appropriateness of current course selection data can give us information regarding student current status
for being on track for Hathaway eligibility which will give direction in how to get students on track for
Hathaway. Last, the approved course list will allow us to assess which classes students may be taking that
are not Hathaway eligible and get them approved.
3. Based on the state accountability report, which area (growth, equity, achievement, participation rate) is
the second lowest for your school?
Achievement is our second lowest area as we are at 28% and need to be at least at 32% in order to be
Meeting Targets. Currently, we feel meeting our goal stated above will assist in helping this area to grow.
With the turnover in administration and staff, we are treating this year is a growth year and, feel it is
necessary to narrow our focus. Therefore, we will be addressing one goal for this school year. An
additional goal will be added, if necessary, during the review process in the fall of the 2018-2019 school
year.
Academic Performance
ACHIEVEMENT: Percent of Students Proficient and Above on the grade 11 ACT subject area tests.

Name

All Tests
Combined

Reading

Math

Science

English /
Writing

# Students

RSHS

28%

28%

37%

25%

20%

299

State

34%

35%

38%

30%

31%

5,799

4. What other data sources could give you more information about this area of need? What is that
additional data telling you needs the most attention?
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Previous MAP testing data has indicates a gap in our achievement levels and areas in which we need to
focus our efforts in improving achievement areas in reading and math.

GOAL #1: In order to improve the school’s Additional Readiness rating
from Below Targets to Meet Targets, all students will create a plan of
coursework that meets Rock Springs High School graduation and one of
the Hathaway Success Curriculum requirements.
By the end of the 2017-2018, our target is to increase
9th Grade Credits from 72% to 80%
Tested Readiness from 30% to 45%
and Hathaway from 62% to 65%
as measured by the state accountability performance ratings.
By the end of the 2018 - 2019 our target is to meet or exceed current
state averages in
9th Grade Credits from 2018 level to 88%
Tested Readiness from 2018 level to 60%
and Hathaway from 2018 level to 67%
as measured by the state accountability performance ratings.

Timeline

August/September

Action Steps

College and Career Readiness
(CCR) classes reviewed and
revised by the AMP team to
better align with the
improvement goal

Was this action
step in place in
2016-2017?
No
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Anticipated Evidence of Completion
(Submitted artifacts housed in
SharePoint)
New CCR syllabus created; AMP
minutes
CCR aligned with 3rd hour

October

Teachers implement weekly
grade checks and discuss
credits needed to be on track
for graduation with all students
during CCR

partial, with 9th
grade only

Teacher documentation

RSHS AMP team refines
process for credit recapture and
recovery, provide information
to the staff.

No

AMP protocols for recovery and
recapture

Teachers communicate with
parents of students failing or at
risk of failing.

Partial

Communication logs

Bring plan to the staff, Oct 9,
2017 faculty meeting

No

Faculty meeting agenda

PLC groups review the plan
and provide feedback to the
committee

No

PLC minutes

PLC groups provide
information about previous
School Improvement Plan

No

PLC minutes

College and Career readiness
teachers continue to assist
students with self monitoring.

Partial

Lesson plans, student grades.

Students in need of credit
recovery for quarter 1
identified by counselors;
students take contracts to
teachers and set plans.

Partial

Student/counselor/teacher contracts

Teachers communicate with
parents of students failing or at
risk of failing.

Partial

Communication Logs
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Share freshman at risk list with
the staff.

No

List of students

After completion of the fall
interim WY-TOPP
assessments, staff will identify
a target group of students
below benchmark. These
students will receive targeted
intervention during our CCR
time as well as extended day as
coordinated through the AMP
team.

No

Target list of kids

Develop student document
repository using Google
Classrooms to assist in student
documentation and monitoring.
Staff will be trained on how to
use the Google Classroom.

No

Google Classrooms

Staff training on graduation
requirements and Hathaway
curriculum to help students.
This is placed here to prepare
for 2018-19 registration.

No

Training materials

Students in need of credit
recapture for semester 1; and
recovery for quarter 2
identified by counselors;
students take contracts to
teachers and set plans.

Partial

Student/counselor/teacher contracts

College and Career readiness
teachers continue to assist
students with self monitoring.

Partial

student files in Google Classroom;
communication logs

Teachers communicate with

Partial

Communication Logs

November/December
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parents of students failing or at
risk of failing.
All students will create a plan
of coursework that meets Rock
Springs High School
graduation and one of the
Hathaway Success Curriculum
requirements

Partial

Student files in Google Classroom

All students will self-monitor
their progress towards
successful completion of their
plan through weekly grade
checks and self-evaluate their
advancement through quarterly
graduation progress checks.

No

Students files in Google Classroom,
teacher lessons

Share freshman at risk list with
the staff.

No

List of students

College and Career readiness
teachers continue to assist
students with self monitoring.

Partial-9th grade
only

student files in Google Classroom;
communication logs

All students will self-monitor
their progress towards
successful completion of their
plan through weekly grade
checks and self-evaluate their
advancement through quarterly
graduation progress checks.

No

student files in Google Classroom;
communication logs

Share freshman at-risk list with
the staff.

No

List of students

Meet with SLT evaluator to
review plan implementation
and needed adjustments

No

Notes/minutes from meeting

January

February
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Teachers communicate with
parents of students failing or at
risk of failing.

Partial

Communication Logs

College and Career readiness
teachers continue to assist
students with self monitoring.

Partial-9th grade
only

Student files in Google Classroom;
communication logs

All students will self-monitor
their progress towards
successful completion of their
plan through weekly grade
checks and self-evaluate their
advancement through quarterly
graduation progress checks.

No

student files in Google Classroom;

Share freshman at risk list with
the staff.

No

List of students

After completion of the winter
interim WY-TOPP
assessments, staff will identify
a target group of students
below benchmark. These
students will receive targeted
intervention during our CCR
time as well as extended day as
coordinated through the AMP
team.

No

List of students in each intervention

Students in need of credit
recovery for quarter 3
identified by counselors;
students take contracts to
teachers and set plans.

No

Student/counselor/teacher contracts

March
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College and Career readiness
teachers continue to assist
students with self monitoring.

Partial-9th grade
only

Student files in Google Classroom;
communication logs

Teachers communicate with
parents of students failing or at
risk of failing.

Partial

Communication Logs

All students will self-monitor
their progress towards
successful completion of their
plan through weekly grade
checks and self-evaluate their
advancement through quarterly
graduation progress checks.

No

Student files in Google Classroom;

Share freshman at risk list with
the staff.

No

List of students

Teachers communicate with
parents of students failing or at
risk of failing.

Partial

Communication Logs

College and Career readiness
teachers continue to assist
students with self monitoring.

Partial-9th grade
only

Student files in Google Classroom;
communication logs

All students will self-monitor
their progress towards
successful completion of their
plan through weekly grade
checks and self-evaluate their
advancement through quarterly
graduation progress checks.

No

Student files in Google Classroom;

Share freshman at risk list with
the staff.

No

List of Students

April
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May
Referrals to summer school for
credit recovery

Yes

Summer school registration and credits
earned

Teachers communicate with
parents of students failing or at
risk of failing.

Partial

Communication Logs

College and Career readiness
teachers continue to assist
students with self monitoring.

Partial-9th grade
only

Student files in Google Classroom;
communication logs

All students will self-monitor
their progress towards
successful completion of their
plan through weekly grade
checks and self-evaluate their
advancement through quarterly
graduation progress checks.

No

Student files in Google Classroom;

Share freshman at risk list with
the staff.

No

List of students

All students will update their
coursework plan for the next
school year.

No

4 year plans and next year’s schedule

Notes:
Self monitoring process - students will conference weekly one-on-one with their CCR teacher. At the
beginning of the process the teacher will lead the conversation with prompting questions like
Explain to me why this grade was a C is now a D?
What are your steps to make this improve?
What help or resource do you need?
How can you help yourself?
How can I help?
WOW, you did amazing on that last test, tell me about how you studied?
As the students become more proficient, the teacher will listen and prompt.
Students will track their process on a form similar to the following:
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Name: _________________________________ CCR Teacher:_______________________________
Class

Grade

List Missing Work

Plan to Fix
(When/How will
you meet
with/work with
this teacher?)
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Teacher Signature
(Confirming student
followed plan to fix)

Parent Signature:__________________________________________________________
Date:______________________________________________
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